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I.  Introduction 1 

A. Identification of Witness 2 

Q. What is your name and business address? 3 

A. My name is Robert Garcia.  My business address is 440 S. LaSalle St., Chicago, Illinois 4 

60605. 5 

Q. By what entity and in what position are you employed? 6 

A. I am employed by ComEd in the position of Manager, Regulatory Strategies and 7 

Solutions. 8 

Q. Did you provide direct testimony in this proceeding? 9 

A. Yes, my direct testimony is ComEd Ex. 23.0. 10 

B. Purposes of Testimony  11 

Q. What are the purposes of your supplemental direct testimony? 12 

A. The purposes of my testimony are to (a) address one of the remaining directives in the 13 

Illinois Commerce Commission’s (“ICC’s” or “Commission’s”) recent Order in its 14 

investigation of ComEd’s rate design in Docket No. 08-0532 (“Rate Design Investigation 15 

Order” or “RDIO”) that were not reflected in direct testimony and (b) address changes to 16 

the external allocation factors used in ComEd’s embedded cost of service study in 17 

compliance with the Rate Design Investigation Order.  In particular, with respect to the 18 

Rate Design Investigation Order, I (1) review the history concerning the allocation of 19 

customer services costs, which are sometimes called customer care costs; (2) provide 20 

support for the approaches taken in the two studies that ComEd performed for its 21 

customer services costs in compliance with the Rate Design Investigation Order; and (3) 22 

address the appropriate cost recovery mechanism for such costs, should the Commission 23 
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decide to remove any of these costs from the distribution revenue requirement.  The 24 

studies are presented and discussed in detail in the supplemental direct testimony of 25 

Ronald E. Donovan (ComEd Ex. 19.0 Revised).   26 

C. Summary of Conclusions 27 

Q. Please summarize the conclusions in your supplemental direct testimony. 28 

A. In brief, I conclude: 29 

 ComEd’s update of its study of customer services costs (the “Switching Study”) 30 

provides the best means of allocating ComEd’s customer services costs because it 31 

presents the best picture of how these costs change with switching.  It also 32 

illustrates which of these costs are truly supply-related.  33 

 The alternative study of customer services costs (the “Allocation Study”) 34 

complies with the Commission’s directive in the Rate Design Investigation Order 35 

to present a study employing an embedded cost approach to the allocation of such 36 

costs.  The Allocation Study is an inherently inferior and inappropriate approach 37 

based on artificial allocations that do not reflect the reality of ComEd’s cost 38 

structure.  39 

 Finally, if the Commission were to order certain customer services costs to be 40 

removed from the distribution revenue requirement, ComEd proposes that such 41 

costs be recovered equally from ComEd-supplied customers and Retail Electric 42 

Supplier (“RES”)-supplied customers for which ComEd will be purchasing 43 

receivables and providing consolidated billing.  Allocating such costs only to 44 

ComEd-supplied customers would be inappropriate.   45 
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D. Itemized Attachments to Testimony 46 

Q. What exhibits are attached to your testimony?   47 

A. There is one exhibit attached to my testimony, ComEd Ex. 24.1.  This exhibit shows the 48 

development of the external allocation factors that reflect the result of the 49 

primary/secondary analysis presented in the supplemental direct testimony of Mr. Alongi 50 

(ComEd Ex. 21.0 Revised) and used in the ECOSS presented in ComEd Ex. 22.1.  There 51 

are confidential and public versions of this exhibit. 52 

II. Customer Services Costs 53 

A. Overview 54 

Q. Can you first describe the types of services that ComEd considers to be customer 55 

services? 56 

A. Yes.  As noted by Mr. Donovan (ComEd Ex. 19.0 Revised), customer services 57 

encompass nearly every aspect of a customer’s interaction with ComEd.  Such services 58 

include billing and mail services, revenue management, payment processing, field and 59 

meter services, the Customer Contact Center, and customer relations, as well as costs 60 

related to back office support of these functions, such as project and support services, 61 

information technology, demand management, electric supplier services, and market 62 

research.   63 

Q. How has the Commission treated customer services costs in the past? 64 

A. Since the restructuring of the electric industry and the creation of delivery service rates, 65 

the Commission has consistently treated customer services costs as delivery service costs 66 

and allowed for their recovery through delivery service rates.  I am not aware of any 67 
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other Illinois electric utility that recovers such costs through rates other than its delivery 68 

service rates. 69 

Q. Can you provide some background and a brief review of the history of the customer 70 

services cost issue from ComEd’s perspective? 71 

A. Yes.  As an initial matter, it is worth noting that the Electric Service Customer Choice 72 

and Rate Relief Law of 1997 (“Restructuring Act”) establishes the framework for 73 

unbundling delivery services charges and supply charges, and defines delivery services as 74 

“includ[ing], without limitation, standard metering and billing services.”  220 ILCS 5/16-75 

102 (definition of “Delivery services”).  Consistent with the statute, the Commission 76 

approved ComEd’s allocation of delivery-related expenses to delivery rates in ComEd’s 77 

first post-Restructuring Act rate case, which allocated the customer services costs to 78 

delivery service rates.  ICC Docket No. 01-0423, Interim Order at 62-63; Final Order at 79 

71-72.  And, in ComEd’s 2005 rate case, the Commission expressly rejected arguments 80 

“to allocate no less than one-fourth of call center costs to supply.”  ICC Docket No. 05-81 

0597, Order at 257 (July 26, 2006). 82 

The Commission maintained this approach to these types of customer services 83 

costs in the 2007 proceeding to approve ComEd’s procurement plan and supply tariffs.  84 

Because the statute permits recovery of administrative costs incurred by ComEd to 85 

procure supply (220 ILCS 5/16-111.5(l)), Staff expressed concern that the proposed 86 

procurement tariff would create an inappropriate incentive to inflate the supply rate, and 87 

argued that the tariff would allow for the improper recovery of administrative costs 88 

through the then proposed Rider PE – Purchased Electricity (“Rider PE”), which would 89 
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be inconsistent with Section 16-111.5(l) of the Act.1  Staff therefore argued to limit the 90 

scope of the supply tariff, Rider PE, to recover only those administrative costs that 91 

directly result from ComEd’s discharge of its supply responsibilities, but not common 92 

costs that might otherwise be allocable to supply. 93 

In response to Staff’s concerns, ComEd amended its proposed tariffs, stating: 94 

… ComEd makes clear that the internal and administrative costs 95 
that will flow through the rider are those incurred solely as a result 96 
of ComEd meeting its statutory obligation.  For example, ComEd 97 
would not recover in the rider either the costs of employees who 98 
are not devoted to procurement functions or allocated overhead 99 
costs. 100 

ICC Docket No. 07-0531, ComEd Reply Comments at 10.  The Commission approved 101 

the revised proposed tariffs with these limitations.  ICC Docket 07-0528/07-0531 (cons.), 102 

Order at 105 (Dec. 19, 2007). 103 

Q. What was the genesis of the proposal to review whether the customer services costs 104 

are sensitive to customers switching from ComEd supply to RES supply? 105 

A. In ComEd’s 2007 Rate Case, an intervenor proposed an unfounded and arbitrary 106 

allocation of 40% of the customer services costs to supply.  (ICC Docket 07-0566, 107 

REACT Corrected Ex. 7.0, 20:430-434)  In response, ComEd explained that its customer 108 

services costs are not reduced due to customer switching from ComEd to RES supply.  109 

(ICC Docket 07-0566, ComEd 43.0 (Corrected), 33:726-757)  The Commission 110 

determined that the issue be considered further in the Rate Design Investigation 111 

proceeding.  (ICC Docket 07-0566, Order at 207-208 (Sep. 10, 2008))  112 

                                                 
1 ICC Docket No. 07-0531, Staff Reply Comments at 11; see also ICC Dockets Nos. 07-0528/07-0531 

(Cons.), Order at 104 (Dec. 19, 2007) (“Staff asserts that there is an incentive for ComEd to classify common costs 
as costs attributable to procuring power supply.”).   
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In the Rate Design Investigation proceeding, ComEd presented an avoided cost 113 

study, which examined the impacts of customers switching to RES supply and showed 114 

that ComEd’s customer services costs do not decrease when its supply customers switch 115 

to a RES (i.e., no customer services costs are avoided).  This study indicates that these 116 

costs are inherently related to the provision of distribution service -- not supply service, 117 

as some parties argued in that case.  In its Order, the Commission rejected a proposed re-118 

allocation of $88 million in customer services costs based on a so-called “embedded 119 

cost” approach because it employed, as ComEd contended, an arbitrary means of 120 

allocating costs between delivery service and supply service functions that rendered the 121 

study useless.  Moreover, the record was void of the information needed to calculate an 122 

appropriate allocator.  (RDIO at 68)  However, the Commission also declined to adopt 123 

ComEd’s study.  As the Commission noted, “[t]he choice between these two 124 

methodologies [embedded cost v. avoided cost] is based in policy, but the policy issues 125 

are not thoroughly discussed by the parties.” (RDIO at 68)   126 

Seemingly assuming that ComEd could develop a more reasonable (or, at least, 127 

less arbitrary) study than has been presented before, the Commission also directed 128 

ComEd to perform an alternative embedded cost study and to re-file its avoided cost 129 

study in its next rate case filing.  (RDIO at 69 and 85)  These studies are presented in Mr. 130 

Donovan’s testimony and have been relabeled as the Allocation Study and the Switching 131 

Study to provide greater insight and clarity as to the approach taken in the two studies.  132 

B. Policy and Cost Recovery Implications of the Cost Studies 133 

1. Switching Study v. Allocation Study 134 

Q. How is the Switching Study structured? 135 
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A. In general, the Switching Study sought to determine the 2009 test year costs related to 136 

customer services that ComEd would not incur as a result of customer switching at three 137 

levels (1%, 10% and 100%).  The study is a means of determining whether the costs are 138 

inherently related to distribution service or something else, like supply service.  By 139 

considering cost at the 1%, 10% and 100% levels, ComEd’s study reflects both short term 140 

(status quo) and longer term cost impacts of switching (i.e., complete switching) on 141 

customer services costs, and in turn, short term and longer term perspectives on 142 

distribution costs.  As ComEd’s Switching Study concludes, there is no net reduction in 143 

customer services costs associated with customer switching and, at the 100% level, costs 144 

are expected to increase on net based on 2009 expenses.  Mr. Donovan provides a more 145 

detailed description of the Switching Study analysis and findings in his supplemental 146 

direct testimony (ComEd Ex. 19.0 Revised). 147 

Q. Would you summarize the Allocation Study that ComEd prepared for this docket? 148 

A. In general, the Allocation Study sought to determine the 2009 test year customer services 149 

costs related to distribution service and other services by applying allocation factors that 150 

were selected and developed to approximate the relative contribution of each service 151 

function to the costs in question.  Mr. Donovan provides a more detailed description of 152 

the Allocation Study analysis and findings in his supplemental direct testimony (ComEd 153 

Ex. 19.0 Revised). 154 

Q. Why does ComEd believe that the Switching Study provides a more accurate result 155 

than the Allocation Study? 156 

A. The Switching Study reveals what certain customer services costs would actually be 157 

reduced, if any, due to customer switching at various levels.  The examination of the 158 
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impact of switching enables the determination that the costs remaining (i.e., not avoided) 159 

are inherently related to the provision of distribution service and not to other services.  In 160 

contrast, the Allocation Study is predicated on the assumption that such costs are 161 

attributable to delivery service and some are not, relying on the selection of the allocation 162 

factors as the means of determining the extent to which they should be allocated to 163 

delivery service or elsewhere.  This arbitrary allocation is the fatal flaw of the Allocation 164 

Study.   165 

The starting point for both the Allocation Study and the Switching Study is the 166 

identification of the total amount of customer services costs from the pool of 2009 test 167 

year costs and the removal of those costs that are directly related to distribution service 168 

(e.g., meter reading), a step that is known as direct assignment.  The studies diverge in 169 

the next step, which concerns the allocation of costs that are related to both supply 170 

service and delivery service in some manner (e.g., billing and collection).  With respect to 171 

these “common costs,” as they are known in the rate design world, the Switching Study 172 

further attempts to identify from this pool of common costs those costs that are related to 173 

delivery service by measuring the impact of customer switching to alternative suppliers at 174 

various levels as its next step.  That is, if the loss of a supply customer does not alter 175 

(reduce) these costs because ComEd would need to perform these functions regardless of 176 

whether it provides supply service, then these costs are inherently related to distribution 177 

service.  If, on the other hand, the costs decrease, then the difference is clearly not related 178 

to distribution service, and some allocation of these costs to other services would be 179 

appropriate.  As indicated previously, the Switching Study demonstrated that the 180 
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common costs examined did not decrease overall; therefore, these are appropriately 181 

deemed to be delivery service related expenses, and no further allocations are warranted.   182 

The results of the Switching Study are intuitively obvious when considering the 183 

fact that a distribution utility and a RES are two business entities operating in parallel to 184 

serve the same customer.  This means that there is an inherent duplication of certain 185 

functions, like customer services, as each has its own need to service, bill and collect 186 

from its customers.  187 

However, the Allocation Study does not include the additional analysis described 188 

above and directly proceeds to the assumption that some portion of the common costs is 189 

not attributable to delivery service.  In this study, no further attempts to discern the costs 190 

attributable to the core delivery services function are made.  Rather, the next step is to 191 

apply allocation factors to determine each service’s share of the common costs in 192 

question.  Again, this allocation is the fatal flaw of the Allocation Study.  In light of the 193 

findings in the Switching Study, any allocation factor employed to divide these costs 194 

between delivery service and other services is going to be inherently arbitrary.  For 195 

example, to allocate bill printing, mailing and imaging costs, ComEd measured the 196 

surface area of the bill dedicated to supply versus distribution charges, which resulted in 197 

a finding that 91% of the bill is dedicated to delivery service charges.  In reality, 198 

however, ComEd would not realize any savings if switching increased to 10% or even 199 

100% because bills for distribution service still must be prepared, printed and mailed.   200 

Q. But, if ComEd is using embedded costs to allocate costs for the purpose of setting 201 

distribution rates, shouldn’t the Allocation Study results (or any other embedded 202 
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cost study that may be introduced in this docket, for that matter) be used to allocate 203 

customer services costs, in order to be consistent? 204 

A. No.  The Switching Study is not inconsistent or incompatible with ComEd’s embedded 205 

cost of service study.  The Switching Study is essentially just a means of determining and 206 

demonstrating what portion of the remaining, common costs are distribution related and 207 

which are not.  It is merely an added step in the direct assignment of costs that are 208 

attributable to the delivery service function, like meter reading.  As noted previously, 209 

direct assignments were the starting point for both the Switching Study and Allocation 210 

Study.  Moreover, the direct assignment of costs is a common part of the development of 211 

an embedded cost of service study. 212 

Q. Is it still ComEd’s position that if the Commission adopts an embedded cost 213 

approach to the allocation of customer services costs, as reflected in the Allocation 214 

Study, or otherwise removes any portion of the customer services costs from the 215 

distribution revenue requirement, that it should do so for clearly articulated policy 216 

reasons (e.g., the promotion of switching), not based on any expectation that 217 

customer switching to alternative suppliers will lower utility costs? (e.g., ICC Docket 218 

No. 08-0532, ComEd Ex. 4.0, 9:187-191) 219 

A. Yes.  If an embedded cost approach to the allocation of customer services costs is 220 

adopted, it will send the wrong price signal to customers by masking the reality that when 221 

a customer switches suppliers, ComEd’s customer services costs do not decrease.  It also 222 

has the potential to fuel specious notions and expectations that ComEd’s customer 223 

services costs should be decreasing if it is not providing supply service.  Therefore, it is 224 
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important that this Commission and future Commissions clearly recognize that any such 225 

allocation is being adopted for policy reasons.  226 

2. Cost Recovery 227 

Q. Is it still ComEd’s position that if the Commission reallocates any portion of the 228 

customer services costs from the distribution revenue requirement, then the only 229 

alternative mechanisms for cost recovery either would be through Rider PE – 230 

Purchased Electricity (“Rider PE”) and Rate BESH - Basic Electric Service Hourly 231 

Pricing (“Rate BESH”)?  (ICC Docket No. 08-0532, ComEd Ex. 4, 8:177-5:186) 232 

A. No, it is not.  That position was taken by ComEd in June, 2009, long before the provision 233 

of service under Rider PORCB – Purchase of Receivables with Consolidated Billing 234 

(“Rider PORCB”) pursuant to Section 16-108(c) was expected to occur.  Since that time, 235 

ComEd has filed for approval of Rider PORCB and related tariffs (Docket No., 10-0138).  236 

As indicated in ComEd’s 2007 Rate Case, the implementation of Public Act 95-0700, 237 

which requires utilities to provide consolidated billing on behalf of RESs and purchase 238 

their receivables, will only further cloud any conceivable distinctions between supply and 239 

delivery-related expenses in the future.  (ICC Docket No. 07-0566, ComEd Ex. 30, 240 

58:1307-59:1310)  Therefore, in preparing its Allocation Study, ComEd also examined 241 

the implications of providing service under Rider PORCB to the allocation of customer 242 

services cost. 243 

Q. What are ComEd’s conclusions regarding the allocation of customer services costs? 244 

A. If the Commission approves the removal of customer services costs from the distribution 245 

revenue requirement, ComEd believes it would be appropriate to allocate and recover 246 

such costs from both ComEd-supplied customers and RES-supplied customers for which 247 
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ComEd provides consolidated billing and purchases the RESs’ receivables associated 248 

with such customers.  As the Allocation Study presented by Mr. Donovan indicates, 249 

customers being served by a RES utilizing Rider PORCB services will be provided 250 

essentially the same customer services as those customers who receive supply service 251 

from ComEd.  Therefore, RES-supplied customers for which ComEd provides 252 

consolidated billing and purchases the RESs’ receivables associated with such customers 253 

should be charged for these costs, just as ComEd-supplied customers should not be 254 

saddled with all of these costs, as these costs are not fully or exclusively attributable to 255 

either of these groups of customers. 256 

Q. But, would the allocation and recovery of these customer services costs from 257 

customers served by a RES utilizing Rider PORCB result in double-recovery? 258 

A. No. In Docket 10-0138, ComEd seeks to recover only the start-up and administrative 259 

costs (i.e., the incremental costs to enable the provision of service under Rider PORCB).  260 

ComEd is not seeking to charge customers for all of the costs associated with the 261 

provision of that service, such as the actual cost of printing and mailing the bills, as those 262 

costs are being recovered through delivery service charges.  If, at the end of this 263 

proceeding, all of these costumer services costs are allocated only to ComEd supply 264 

customers, and are no longer recovered through delivery service charges, then neither a 265 

RES utilizing Rider PORCB nor a customer switching to a RES utilizing Rider PORCB 266 

would ever be charged for any of these costs.  Such a customer would effectively by-pass 267 

the cost of customer services provided to it.  In essence, Rider PORCB allows RESs to 268 

piggyback their supply charges on ComEd’s delivery service bill, but if these customer 269 

services costs are removed from delivery services rates and allocated to just ComEd 270 
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supply customers, the customers billed in accordance with Rider PORCB will become 271 

free riders. 272 

III. External Allocation Factors Used in the Embedded Cost of Service Study 273 

Q. Did you incorporate the results of the primary/secondary analysis presented in the 274 

supplemental direct testimony of Mr Alongi, ComEd Ex. 21.0 Revised in the 275 

external allocation factors provided to Mr. Heintz for the preparation of the ECOSS 276 

presented in ComEd Ex. 22.1? 277 

A. Yes.  ComEd Ex. 24.1 shows the development of these external allocation factors.  The 278 

changes in the allocation factors reflect the addition of the exemplar Primary Voltage 279 

Delivery Class and that 908 customers previously included in the Small Loads through 280 

Extra Large Load delivery classes are moved to this class.  There is an increase of NCP-281 

SEC from 13,290,000 kW to 21,439,000 kW, mainly because the definition of a 282 

secondary voltage customer has been changed as directed by the Commission and 283 

provided in the primary/secondary analysis described in the supplemental direct 284 

testimony of Mr. Alongi (ComEd Ex. 21.0 Revised) which required that larger 285 

nonresidential customer classes receiving secondary voltages from a ComEd-provided 286 

secondary transformer be responsible for contributing to the costs assigned to the 287 

secondary distribution system.  The primary/secondary analysis discussed in ComEd Ex. 288 

16.0 Revised did not allocate secondary costs to nonresidential customer classes above 289 

400 kW because the costs of secondary voltage transformers were not allocated as 290 

secondary costs in that study. 291 

IV. Conclusion 292 

Q. Does this complete your supplemental direct testimony? 293 
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A. Yes. 294 


